
Material For Today

Last Time we covered:

Adjusted Winner Method
Fair Compensation

Today we will cover:

Good Compensation: Fair
Good Compensation: Equitablity
Good Compensation: Envy-Free



Good Compensation Result: Fair

Definition (Good Compensation Result: Fair)

A compensation arrangement is Fair whenever every person gets
their fair share. If the scenario has N people then this means
Recall our previous notation of bi and xi for the bid and
compensation of the ith Person. Then in symbols, Fair means

x1 ≥
b1
N
, x2 ≥

b2
N
, x3 ≥

b3
N
, . . . xN ≥ bN

N
.

Example (Fair)

Suppose Larry, Curly, and Moe make bids on a cream pie. Larry
bids b1 = $12, Curly bids b2 = $9 and Moe bids b3 = $15. In order
for any compensation arrangement to be fair Larry must receive at
least $4 in compensation, Curly must receive at least $3 in
compensation, and Moe must receive at least $5 in compensation.



Big Idea: Fair Compensation Theorem

Theorem (Fair Compensation Theorem)

A compensation arrangement can be fair only when the winning
bid is greater than the average bid. Using our established notation,
this means for an arrangement to be fair we must have

w ≥ m.

Example (Fair Compensation Theorem)

Five siblings place bids (in thousands of dollars)
b1 = 210, b2 = 240, b3 = 120, b4 = 300, b5 = 280 on a house.
A mediator will award the house to one of the siblings, but not
necessarily the highest bidder. Since the average bid is

m =
210 + 240 + 120 + 300 + 280

5
= 230

the only ways to make a fair compensation arrangement is for
Siblings 2, 4, or 5 to get the house.



Good Compensation Result: Equitable

Definition (Good Compensation Result: Equitable)

A compensation arrangement is Equitable if each person answers
the question “What fraction of the total value did you get?” in
EXACTLY THE SAME WAY.

Using our notation, if there are N people in the scenario then we
must have

x1
b1

=
x2
b2

=
x3
b3

= · · · =
xN
bN

in order for the compensation to be Equitable. In other words,
EVERYONE HAS THE SAME x/b FRACTION!

Example (Equitable)

Suppose Jack and Jill now place bids of bJack = $14 and bJill = $6
on magic beans. Jack gets the beans but pays Jill xJill = $4.20.

x1
b1

=
4.2

6
= 0.7

x2
b2

=
9.8

14
= 0.7



Caesar and Cleopatra 6

Example (Caesar and Cleopatra 6)

Recall that Caesar and Cleopatra are fighting over The Port of
Alexandria . Caesar thinks The Port of Alexandria is worth 200
thousand denarii. Cleopatra knows the port didn’t cost that much
to build and could easily be rebuilt for only 160 thousand denarii.

Caesar Cleopatra
The Port of Alexandria 200 160

Suppose Caesar gets the The Port of Alexandria and pays
Cleopatra 90 thousand denarii. Is this compensation
arrangement equitable?

Suppose Caesar gets the The Port of Alexandria and pays
Cleopatra 88.89 thousand denarii. Is this compensation
arrangement equitable?



Mean Girls 7

Example (Mean Girls 7)

Our Mean Girls bid on The Burn Book , but at the last minute
Karen increases her bid:

Regina Gretchen Karen
The Burn Book $300 $210 $270

A mediator awards the book to Karen , who must then pay
Regina and Gretchen their fair share.

What are xRegina, xGretchen, and xKaren?

Calculate the x/b fractions for Regina and Gretchen .

Is this compensation arrangement equitable?



Arrested Development 8

Example (Arrested Development 8)

Recall that Lindsay and Tobias are fighting over Diamond Skin
Cream and a Poofy Blouse/Shirt. Here are their bids:

Lindsay Tobias
Diamond Skin Cream $200 $260

Poofy Blouse/Shirt $100 $80

They decide to use the Knaster’s Procedure to divide the goods.
Recall that after Knaster’s Procedure, Tobias gets the Skin Cream
and pays $70 while Lindsay gets the Blouse and receives $70.

What is xLindsay/bLindsay?

What is xTobias/bTobias?

Is this compensation arrangement equitable?

Do you think Knaster’s Procedure will produce a equitable
compensation arrangement? Why or why not?



Miley and Liam 7

Example (Miley and Liam 7)

Recall the bids from Miley and Liam (in thousands of dollars):

Miley Liam
Engagement Ring $400 $250

Warehouse of Teddy Bear Costumes $100 $60

Basic Human Dignity $30 $200

After using the Equitability Procedure, Miley gets the
Engagement Ring and Warehouse of Teddy Bear Costumes , but
pays Liam $143.27 (thousand). Liam gets Basic Human Dignity
and receives $143.27 (thousand).

What are xMiley/bMiley and xLiam/bLiam?

Is this compensation arrangement equitable?

Do you think Equitability Procedure will produce an equitable
compensation arrangement? Why or why not?



Related Idea: Finding Equitable Amounts for N = 2

Let’s assume that b2 = w = h, so Person 2 is the winning/highest
bidder. This means Person 2 keeps the resource but pays Person 1
to do so. The overall compensation for Person 2 is then the value
of the resource minus the compensation paid to Person 1. In
symbols this means x2 = b2 − x1. For the compensation to be
equitable, we need

b1
x1

=
b2

b2 − x1
.

This leads to following shortcut.

Theorem (Finding Equitable Amounts for N = 2)

For N = 2, suppose Person 2 is the winning/highest bidder. To
compensate an equitable amount Person 2 should pay

x1 =
b1 · b2
b1 + b2

to Person 1.



Good Compensation Result: Envy-Free

Definition (Good Compensation Result: Envy-Free)

Envy in a compensation arrangement occurs when one person views
another person’s compensation as more valuable than their own.
A compensation arrangement is Envy-Free (or E-F for short) if
there is no envy. In other words, envy-free means each person
values their compensation more (or possibly equal) compared to
the compensation of any other person.

Example (Envy-Free)

Consider part of the Perception Chart from a previous slide.

View of Compensation 1 2 3
1 views 5 15 -20

Note that Person 1 views their compensation as LESS than the
compensation for Person 2. In other words, Person 1 will ENVY
the deal that Person 2 received. This says the corresponding
compensation arrangement is not Envy-Free.



Mean Girls 8

Example (Mean Girls 8)

The chart below represents what each of would bid on this item:

Regina Gretchen Karen
The Burn Book $300 $210 $240

A mediator awards the The Burn Book to Karen who must pay
Regina $100 and Gretchen $60.

Recall the Perception Chart for this arrangement.

View of Compensation Regina Gretchen Karen
Regina views 100 60 140

Gretchen views 100 60 50

Karen views 100 60 80

Would Karen like to trade compensation with anyone?

Would Regina like to trade compensation with anyone?



Mean Girls 9

Example (Mean Girls 9)

Our Mean Girls bid on The Burn Book , but at the last minute
Karen increases her bid:

Regina Gretchen Karen
The Burn Book $300 $210 $270

A mediator awards the book to Regina , who must then pay
Gretchen and Karen their fair share.

Make the Perception Chart for this compensation
arrangement:

View of Compensation Regina Gretchen Karen
Regina views

Gretchen views

Karen views

Is this compensation arrangement Envy-Free?



Big Idea: Envy-Free Compensation Theorem

Theorem (Envy-Free Compensation Theorem)

For a compensation arrangement to be Envy-Free (E-F) the
winning bidder must be the highest bidder AND all others receive
equal compensation amounts not above the fair share of the
winning bidder, but not below the fair share of any of the others.

In symbols, for E-F with N people we need:

w = h;

If Person 1 is the winning bidder, then x2 = x3 = . . . = xN ;

If Person 1 is the winning bidder, then xi ≤ b1
N for

i = 2, 3, . . . ,N;

xi ≥ bi
N for i = 2, 3, . . . ,N.

This theorem gives us a shortcut for determining if a compensation
arrangement is envy-free. It is very useful!



Related Idea: Envy-Free For N = 2

Let’s check the Envy-Free Theorem for N = 2 when it is easy to
write down all of the pieces:

w = h;

If Person 1 is the winning bidder, then x2 = x3 = . . . = xN ;

If Person 1 is the winning bidder, then xi ≤ b1
N for

i = 2, 3, . . . ,N;

xi ≥ bi
N for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N.

Assume that w = b1. For the scenario to be E-F the winning bid
must be the highest bid so b1 = h. Then it follows that b1 ≥ b2.

Note b2 is equal to itself and there are no other equalities to
check. Finally, for E-F we must have

b2
2

≤ x2 ≤
b1
2
.

This just says x2 falls within the Fairness Interval.



Related Idea: Envy-Free=Fair For N = 2

From the previous slide we have the following shortcut:

Theorem (Envy-Free=Fair for N = 2)

For N = 2, if a compensation arrangement is Envy-Free then it is
automatically Fair as well.

Likewise, for N = 2 if the compensation arrangement is Fair then it
is also Envy-Free.

Example (Envy-Free=Fair For N = 2)

Jack and Jill each place bids of bJack = $10 and bJill = $4 on a
bag of magic beans. Jack is awarded the beans and pays Jill
xJill = $1. Is this compensation arrangement envy-free?

Since Jill’s Fair Share is 4
2 = $2 this arrangement is not fair. By

the above theorem, we know that this arrangement is also not
envy-free. In fact, Jill knows she gets $1 but she thinks Jack’s
compensation is worth $4-$1=$3.



Related Idea: Compensation Summary

This is what we can conclude about compensation:

Fair E-F P-O Equit. Requires

Knaster’s Procedure X X X X Money

Random X X X X Money

Equitability Procedure X X X X Money

Adjusted Winner Method No
For N = 2 X X X X Money

Remember that for N = 2, “FAIR=ENVY FREE”! So actually, for
just two people Knaster’s Method and the Equitability
Procedure are better than they are in general.

What makes the Adjusted Winner Method For Two People
better is that it DOES NOT require any money as compensation.
This makes it a realistic option to use.

The Adjusted Winner Method For Two People has been called
“Mathematics’ Contribution to World Peace”.


